1999 Recipients of MGCSA Awards

(Editors Note: The following people will be recognized and given an award by the MGCSA at the Annual Meeting on Thursday, December 9.)

Distinguished Service Award
Dr. Don White University of Minnesota
LeRoy Young LeRoy Young and Associates

35 Year Service Award
Thomas Stelter Highland 9-Hole GC
Larry Mueller Minnesota Valley CC

30 Year Service Award
Robert J. Borovansky Rich Acres GC
Lorin Maenke Olympic Hills GC
John Queensland Cedar River CC
Keith Scott Oak Ridge CC

25 Year Service Award
John Kuusinen Mesaba CC
John Nylund Braemar GC
Mark Smith The Quarry at La Quinta
Larry Thornton Superior Turf Services
Grant Wenkstern Red Oak Golf

Watson Award
Mike Brower Hillcrest CC

Legacy Award
Laura Lee Lenter Marquette University
John Redmond University of Minnesota—Duluth

Joseph S. Garske Legacy Award
Amy Mounts University of Minnesota—Morris
Aaron R. Smith Bethel College

Scholarship Award
Jason Habeck Iowa State University
Andrew Kjos Penn State University
Eric K. Ritter Penn State University
Brandon M. Schindele University of Minnesota

Trans-Mississippi / MGCSA Scholarship
Chad M. Wilson Iowa State University

Past President Gavel Plaque
Thomas Fischer Edinburgh USA

3235A Turf System II

ADD VERSATILITY WITH:
Grass catchers • 8-blade ESP® cutting unit • RPM kit • Hydraulic down-pressure kit • Vertical cutting units (standard and ESP) • Tournament bedknife • Reel-motor conversion kit (3215A—Heavy duty standard) • Light kit • Armrest • Roller scrapers • Skidshoes (ESP units only) • ROPS w/seatbelts • 4-post ROPS kit, canopy • Optional oil cooler • SMV kit • 7-blade standard cutting unit • 4-wheel-drive conversion kit • Hydraulic diagnostic kit • Front rollers (spiral, machine-grooved, and heavy-duty grooved)

FEATURES:
The 3235A is a lightweight fairway mower based on input received from customers. Refinements over earlier models include reduced sound levels through the use of a viscous fan drive and air intake silencer, and enhanced Rotate-For-Service™ feature. Each new feature reinforces the quality of the 3215A and the 3235A without sacrificing performance, comfort, durability, or serviceability associated with John Deere machines.

The 3235A also includes a servo controlled hydrostatic transmission that increases flow to 30 gpm and reduces engine noise.

The 3215A has a 25.5-hp engine and the 3235A has a 32-hp engine; both are liquid-cooled diesels for long lasting, reliable performance.

J.D. Turf
12040 Point Douglas Drive S.
Hastings, MN 55033
Phone: (651) 437-7747
Fax: (651) 437-3483